Low-level exercise echocardiography identifies contractile reserve in patients with a recent myocardial infarction: comparison with dobutamine stress echocardiography.
Contractile reserve (CR) during dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) identifies patients with coronary artery disease whose left ventricular function and prognosis may improve after revascularization. To test the hypothesis that the early stages of upright bicycle-exercise echocardiography (LLEx) result in CR comparable with DSE, 30 patients 1 week after myocardial infarction underwent multistage LLEx and DSE. At low and peak LLEx, heart rate and systolic blood pressure were higher than DSE. Identification of CR by LLEx was concordant with DSE when analyzed by infarct zone or by individual patient. We conclude that CR can be demonstrated during LLEx that correlates with DSE in patients with a recent MI. Low-level exercise is a promising alternative to DSE for identifying contractile reserve after MI.